Thank You

The Middlebury College Kaleidoscope is very much a school-wide collaboration. We have many people to thank; here they are in no particular order: Our advisor Lyn DeGraff of Reprographics, Brad Nadeau, Stacey Thebodo and the Study Abroad Office, Doug Adams of CCAL, JJ Boggs of CCAL, Tammy Grant, Reprographics, Brett Simison, the College Commons Coordinators, McGrath Studios and Matthew Clark of Jostens. We would also like to thank Vincent Jones, Casey Mahoney, Yiling Zhang, Daisy Zhuo, Asma Naser, Kelly Bennion, the organizations presidents for providing photos, the College archives, and the Parents of the Classes of 2010 and 2010.5.

Best of luck to the Classes of 2010 and 2010.5!

Production Staff: Jocelyn Remmert, Karon Ansong, Bo-bin Lee, Samantha Kaminsky, Harlem Marino-Saavedra, Nera Nesci, and Kartik Raju
Men's Soccer

Stats
Overall: 10-5-2
Conference: 4-3-2


Women's Soccer

Stats
Overall: 14-4-2
Conference: 7-2-0


Not pictured: Jocelyn Remmert, Asst. Coach Mitch Krauss.
**Men’s Cross Country**

Stats

4th at the NESCAC Championship

Jack Davies, Donovan Dickson, Bryan Dooley, Melake Getabecha, Will Gibbons, Victor Guevara (C), Bruce Hallett (C), Patrick Hebble, Peter Hoffman, Ben Kingstone, Anthony Lee, James Maru, Sam Miller, Nat Nelson, Tyler Prince, Ian Sanders-Fleming, Michael Schmidt, Mac Stormont, Martin Sweeney, Jack Terrett, Michael Waters, Ben Weir  
Coach: Terry Aldrich

**Women’s Cross Country**

Stats

Winners of the NESCAC Championship, 4th at the NCAA Championship

Cate Brown, Dana Callahan, Cailey Condit, Margo Cramer, Sarah Lange, Amanda Lee, Claire McIlvennie, Elise Moody-Roberts, Stephanie Moroney, Amanda Quinlan, Emma Robson, Juliet Ryan-Davis, Sophia Spring, Anne Sullivan (C), Erin Toner, Addie Tousley, Chelsea Ward-Walker, Georgina Wright-Simmonds  
Coach: Terry Aldrich
FOOTBALL

Stats

Overall: 5-3-0
Conference: 5-3-0


Row 2 (L to R): Jeffrey Everson, Stuart Lindberg, Alex Kennedy, David Reed, Jack Kramer, Andrew Durfee, Donald McKillop, Darren Small, Anthony Kuchan, Carl Culicchia, Paul Carroll, Andrew Poulin, John Poulos, Connor Green.

Row 3 (L to R): David Damm, Matthew Driscoll, Sam White, Josh O’Neill, Zach Roeder, Alex Englert, Murphy McCurdy, Matt Rayner, Matthew Wassel, Patrick Pembroke, Patrick Downey, Steven Marino, Remi Ashkar, John Benson, Josh Mallin.

Row 4 (L to R): Ken LeStrange, Chris Dola, Kyle Massey, Patrick O’Callaghan, Roy Langley, Matthew Cawley, Silas Wong, Andrew Ackerman, Andy Dittrich, Keegan Ashley, John Wiet, Josh Amster, Christian Peterson, Ethan Harry.


Row 6 (L to R): Billy Chapman, Max Monbouquette, Alex Myerson, Phillip Cutler, Michael Bilodeau, Andrew Singley, Tom Driscoll, Andrew Donnelly, Kyle Warner, Jimmy Tilson, Ling Zhou, Harris Huguenard, Dan Lungo.

FIELD HOCKEY

Front Row (L to R): Head Coach Katharine DeLorenzo, Madison Kahn, Allison Grant, Kerry Reilly, Dana Heritage (C), Heather McCormack, Mullery Doar (C), Logan Brown, Chase Delano, Sally Ryan.
Back Row (L to R): Becca Shaw, Molly Downey, Lauren Greer, Margaret Souther, Charlotte Gardiner, Emily Blair, Hannah Clarke, Liz Garry, Heather Karpas, Lucy Jackson, Madeline Brooks,
Asst. Coach Reid Berrien, Asst. Coach Caitlin Pentifallo

VOLLEYBALL

Stats
Overall: 12-5-0
Conference: 6-3-0

Front Row (L to R): Charlotte Heilbronn, Mallory White, Natalie DuPre (C), Lauren Barrett (C), Reisa Bloch (C), Caroline Cordle, Sarah Studwell. Back Row (L to R): Asst. Coach Brian Dunlop, Caitlin Barrett, Madeline Firestone, Jane Handel, Elissa Goeke, Whitney Bean, Julia Gibbs, Molly Elmer-Dewitt, Head Coach Sarah Raunecker

Stats
Overall: 20-6
Conference: 7-3
Men’s Golf

Stats
2nd at the NESCAC Championship

(L to R): Jim Levins, Faisal Saeed, Andrew Emerson, William Prince, Robert Carpenter-Israel, Jesse Keenan, Michael Graham, John Szmyd, Ben Kunofsky
Coach: Bill Beaney

Women’s Golf

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Stats
Conference: 8-1
Non-Conference: 17-3
Overall: 25-4


WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Stats
Conference: 2-7
Non-Conference: 8-6
Overall: 10-13

Front Row (L to R): Brittany Perfetti, Vicenta Hudziak, Leah Kepping, Lauren Sanchez, Maddie Moreau, Tracy Borsinger, Kate Logan. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Noreen Pecsok, Trainer Sue Murphy, Jesse Miller, Stephany Surette, Elissa Goeke, Kaitlyn Fallon (C), Allison Needham, Alana Wall, Asst. Coach Kelly Bevere
**Men’s Swimming & Diving**

Stats
Overall: 4-5

Harry Anixter, Kazu Asaga, Christopher Batson, Schuyler Beeman (C), Karl Benz, Omar Carnical, Andy Collins, Nick Daly, Zach DeVore (C), John Dillon, Bob Divers, Kevin Glatt, Will Griffin, Mario Guevara, Ted Hall, Peter Hirsch, Andre Keiser, Jay Li, Ethan Litman, Cameron Mercer, Tyler Sandoval, Adam Schaffer, Kyle Smith, Mac Staben, Jay Voit, Matthew Vukich, Jeff Wong
Coaches: Peter Solomon, Lisa Gibbs

**Women’s Swimming and Diving**

Stats
Overall: 7-2

Kelsey Allan, Beth Bacon, Olivia Blahut, Brichan Burke, Brigit Carlson, Salena Casha, Meagan Collins, Nora Daly, Lauren Davidson, Sarah Demers, Paloma Dugan, Molly Eberhardt, Annie Friedlander, Alyssa Ha, Emma Johnson, Hannah King, Clara Loebenstein, Katherine Loftus, Dana Monsees, Katie Remington (C), Katie Soja (C), Meghan Stang, Audrey Tolbert, Ana Villarreal, Yu Wang, Jessie Ward, Emily Whitaker
Coaches: Peter Solomon, Lisa Gibbs
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SKIING

Nordic (Men's): Noah Brautigam, Martin Breu, Doug DeBold, Graham Egan (C), Dylan Grald, Patrick Johnson, Jimmy Levins, Chase Marston, Mike Momsen, Taylor Sundali
Nordic (Women's): Cate Brown, Lauren Fritz, Keely Levins, Claire Luby (C), Elise Moody-Roberts, Corinne Prevot, Hilary Rich, Dana Tower
Coach: Andrew Gardner

Alpine (Men's): David Dodge, Tim Giebink, Tim Henderson, Jonathan Hunter, Jacob Lund, Casey McGowan, Andrew McNealus, Bobby Poehling (C), Aaron Robertson, Bryan Shpall, Brian Swartz, Christian Woolson
Alpine (Women's): Nicole Dvorak (C), Lindsay Kraft, Leah McLaughry, Sasha Rauch, Christine Schozer, Tasha Woodworth
Coach: Stever Bartlett

10th Overall at the NCAA Championships
**MEN’S HOCKEY**

Stats
Overall:
19-5-4


**WOMEN’S HOCKEY**

Front Row (L to R): Becca Shaw, Nora Bergman, Anna McNally, Molly West, Marjie Billings (C), Lani Wright (C), Heather McCormack (C), Ashley Bairos, Heidi Woodworth, Andrea Buono, Alexi Bloom. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Bill Mandigo, Madison Styricki, Maggie Woodward, Lauren Greer, Molly Downey, Heather Marrison, Libby Miner, Maria Bourdeau, Julia Ireland, Grace Waters, Jamie Harisiades, McKenzie Stevens, Haley MacKeen, Maggie Melberg, Clara St. Germain, Asst. Coach Emily McNamara.
Men’s Squash

Front Row (L to R): Addi DiSesa, Mark Sorrentino, Simon Keyes (C), Valentin Quan, William Piekos.
Back Row (L to R): Asst. Coach Olly Morrell, Spencer Hurst, Jay Dolan, Brian Cady, Micah Wood (C),
Eliot Jia (C), Reeve Waud, Head Coach John Illig

Stats
Overall: 20-7

Women’s Squash

Front Row (L to R): Lindsay Becker, Annie Ulrich, Alexandra Boillot, Ashley Panichelli (C),
Jamie Burchfield, Brooke Beatt. Back Row (L to R): Asst. Coach Olly Morrell, Lee McKenna,
Sarah DeCamp, Virginia Shannon (C), Molly Hubbard, Kathryn Bostwick, Head Coach John Illig.
(Not Pictured: Jennie Kim, Kelly Slentz, and Avery Tilney (C).)

Stats
Overall: 20-9
Men's Team: Peter Anderson, Robby Athan, Daniel Bent, Sam Cobean, Louis Cornacchione, John Davies, Adam Dede, Marc Delaney, Michael Downey, Mark Esposito, Robert Fisher, Stuart Fram, Melake Getabeche, Will Gibbons, Addison Godine, Phil Gordon, Victor Guevara (C), Edward Hall, Kyle Harrold, Patrick Hebble, Peter Hoffman, James Huth, Jason Jan, Barkley Jenny, Anthony Lee, Ken LeStrange, Nolan Link, Ethan Mann, Steve Marino, Thomas Mayell, Sam Miller, Nick Montello, John Montroy, Jason Mooty, Alexander Myerson, Nat Nelson, Lave Nilsson, Alex Phillips, Nicholas Plagis, Joseph Putko, Patrick Rooney, Nathan Rudd, Michael Schmidt, Ben Sosin, Abishhek Sripad, Mac Stormont, Frank Sweeney, Martin Sweeney, Charles Taft, Michael Waters (C), Kristoffer Williams, Silas Wong, Connor Wood, Micah Wood (C)

Women's Team: Alison Astolfi, Danielle Baker, Jessica Berry, Jocelyn Breton, Cate Brown, Grace Close, Cailey Conditt, Margo Cramer, Laura Dalton (C), Anjuli Demers (C), Emily Dodge, Grace Doering, Nicole Dvorak, Rebecca Fanning, Elizabeth Faust, Corinne Hundt, Christina Kunycky, Amanda Lee, Katy Magill, Mia Martinez, Claire McIlvennie, Molly McLean, Stephanie Moroney, Madeline Niemi, Sarah O'Brien, Kaitly Potak, Amanda Powers, Juliet Ryan-Davis, Kaitlyn Saldanha, Sarah Scudato, Julia Sisson, Jessica Spar, Anne Sullivan (C), Kaitlin Surdoval, Uma Tantri, Anna Thurston, Addie Tousley, Kara Walker, Christine Walsh, Chelsea Ward-Walker, Alice Wisener, Georgia Wright-Simmons, Lexi Zalk

Coach: Martin Beatty

Men: 5th at NESCAC Championship
Women: 3rd at NESCAC Championship
BASEBALL


SOFTBALL


Stats
Overall: 10-17

Stats
Overall: 18-12
MEN’S LACROSSE

Stats
Overall: 13-6

Front Row (L to R): Sam Palmisano, Russell Banker, Bart Witmer, Jeff Begin (C), Pete Smith (C), Matt Virtue, Chris Teves, Brad Forlmer, Charlie Schopp, Jack Masur, Jack Pahaban, Charles Ward, Nick Stevens.


Back Row (L to R): John Duvnjak, Ned Dilisio, Peter Gruppo, Trevor Pollock, Henry Clarke, Billy Chapman, Jon Beek, David Hild, Andrew Connor, Brooks, Toth, Heath Townsend, Byron Langford, Scott Redmond, Mike Griffin, Stew Keer.

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Stats
Overall: 8-7

Front Row (L to R): Sally Ryan, Taylor Brown, Catherine Gotwald (C), Lindsay Winstead, Kasey Rischmann, Dana Heritage (C), Carrie Sparkes (C), Hilary Walker, Chase Delano.

MEN'S TENNIS

Front Row (L to R): William Oberrender, Spencer Lunghino, Alec Parower, David Farah, Derrick Angle, Andrew Thomson (C). Back Row (L to R): Johann Riefkohl, Eric Vehovec, Jeronimo Riefkohl, Conrad Olson (C), Peter Odell (C), Chris Mason (C), Eliot Jia (C), Andrew Peters, Head Coach Dave Schwarz, Andrew Lee (C)

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Front Row (L to R): Jamie Haar (C), Annie Weinberg (C), Alyssa Puccinelli, Victoria Aiello, Leah Kepping, Whitney Hanson, Blake Harris. Back Row (L to R): Asst. Coach Karen Wells, Lauren Kelly, Anna Burke, Britney Faber, Hilary Cunningham, Sally Wilkey, Alexandra McAtee, Alexandra Guynn, Head Coach Mike Morgan

Stats
Overall: 23-2

Stats
Overall: 14-6
Above: PALANA members Vincent A. Jones IV '12, Caroline Grego '11, Janet Rodrigues '12, Raja Kaur '11, Becky Harper '11, Maya Goldberg-Safir '12, Santy Barrera '12 and Wahid Ahmed '12 in the Axinn Center.
Aikido Club

Left: Denise Hofmann and Adam Franco. Below: Denise Hofmann throwing Jeff Stauch with compassion at Blue Heron Dojo (our training space in the Town Hall). Bottom: The group lined up as Jonathan Miller-Lane Sensei, Professor in Teacher Education, demonstrates.
The Bobolinks is a co-ed a cappella group with a repertoire as diverse as a typical college student’s music library— from rock to hip-hop to bizarre British neo-pop and everything in between. We even sing a Cyndi Lauper medley. The group performs frequently on campus and at schools and venues in the greater New England area.

Above: The Bobolinks perform at their Fall concert in the Chateau. The group hosted another co-ed a capella group from the University of Connecticut, the Extreme Measures.

Bobolinks

The Bobolinks is a co-ed a cappella group with a repertoire as diverse as a typical college student’s music library— from rock to hip-hop to bizarre British neo-pop and everything in between. We even sing a Cyndi Lauper medley. The group performs frequently on campus and at schools and venues in the greater New England area.

Members

Vicenta Hudziak ’10, Grace Taylor ’10, Raina Lynn Crawford ’10, Schuyler Beeman ’10, Mark Kelly ’10, Paul Gallagher ’10, Stephanie Henderson ’11, Jay Voit ’11, India Laughlin ’11.5, Chris Hershey-Van Horn ’11.5, Alex Margarite ’12, Hannah Epstein ’12, Kelsey Allan ’12, Sasha Rivera ’12, Catherine Charnov ’13, Carly Westlin ’13, Todd Langstaff ’13, Sam Fisher ’13, Claire Barron Jensen ’13.5, Meghan Leathers ’13.5, Tim Smith ’13.5, Gregg Butler ’s13.5

Above: The Bobolinks bid farewell to two super-seniors at their J-term concert 2010, dressed as toys and fads from the 90s.

Above: The Bobolinks on their annual fall tour; seen here in Guilford, Connecticut.
Far Left: As part of Community Friends' Sense of Place Program, mentors and mentees traveled to Montpelier to visit the Vermont History Museum. Left to Right, Back to Front: Sam Hitchcock, Joanna Hitchcock, Jessica Appelson '12, Jessie Ebersole '12, Kyle Brown, Grace Ogilvie-Sprigg, Ava Ogilvie-Sprigg, Ali Urban '12  
Left: Quan Pham '12 and Jack Halpin explore the Echo Center.

Above: Silas Wong '12 and his Community Friend Kaleigh. Left: Community Friends visit the Echo Center in Burlington.
Kappa Delta Rho

MiddCheer
The Mischords


Left: Leaping for joy while on tour in New York City during Feb Break. Above: Performance at 51 Main.
Above: The ISO Executive Board - VP Rei Anno '11, Treasurer Armaan Sarkar '12, President Annabelle Fowler '10, and VP Drisy Shrestha '11.5. Top Right: Performance at the annual ISO Cultural Show. The ISO ladies showcasing traditional costumes at the ISO/AAA Fashion Show.
The Solar Decathlon

The Solar Decathlon team set out to design, build and operate an affordable and energy-efficient solar-powered house. What started as a small group at the Activities Fair (left) quickly became a large-scale collaboration between many students, professors and local architects and engineers. Below, two members of the team get ready to ship out to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. The group's entry in the Decathlon was called the Solar Homestead.

Above Left: The group sacrificed most of its free time to design the Solar Homestead meticulously. They even taped the floorplan of the house on the floor of the Great Hall in BiHall. Left: The group planning in Axinn... yes, that clock says 5:05 a.m. All their hard work paid off in the end. The group was selected as one of twenty college and university groups to show their finished houses at the National Mall in Washington, D.C. in October 2011 for judging.

Above Left: The group sacrificed most of its free time to design the Solar Homestead meticulously. They even taped the floorplan of the house on the floor of the Great Hall in BiHall. Left: The group planning in Axinn... yes, that clock says 5:05 a.m. All their hard work paid off in the end. The group was selected as one of twenty college and university groups to show their finished houses at the National Mall in Washington, D.C. in October 2011 for judging.
Members:
Peter Spyrou, Alison DeGraff, 
Nicolas Sohl, Emily Allison, 
Roman Mardoyan-Smyth, 
Kyle Hunter, Sam Dawson, 
Eliana Kan, Max Kanter, 
Ben Zorach, Marty Schnure
Far Left: The Gaypril 2010 Calendar. Gaypril 2010 encompassed a wide spectrum of topics and issues relating to the LGBTQ community that involved the state of queer families in the Netherlands, critique of terminology and acronyms, politics of the marriage equality movement, trans identity, being “out” in athletics, stigma management among gay Asian men, homosexuality and gender expression abroad, and spirituality.
Women's Rugby

The Team

Alex McKeon, Barbara "Annie" Majeas, Ari Lattanzi, Ariel Smith, Avery Rain, Sarah Buck, Emma Burke, Sophia D'Ignazio, Della Cummings, Sophie Dorot, Emily Castro, Elissa Bullion, Hannah Elkin, Emma Lennon, Evan Pagano, Bianca Franqui, H.Kay Merriman, Sarah Harris, Hannah McMeekin, Jessica Berry, Jessie Lussier, Julia Gulka, Julianna Gardner, Justine Jackson, Kate Strangfeld, Kelly March, Kristina Brown, Alyssa Kronen, Lizzie Sivitz, Logan Gallogly, Jane Loria, Louisa Sethi, Leah Robinson, Meghan Mendoza, Melissa Hayes, Nobuhle "Precious Bee" Ndlovu, Nelliw Pitoniak, Marea "Ray" Colombo, Samar Ibrahim, Katrina Thornburgh, Lauren Yang, Chloe Dautch

Above: The team after playing in Beantown's Rugby Tournament in September 2009. Top Row (L-R) - Coach KO Onufry, Sarah Buck ('10), Alyssa Kronen ('12), Marea (Ray) Columbo ('13), Grace (visitor), Sophie Dorot ('10), Louisa Sethi ('10), Isabelle (visitor), Barbara (Annie) Majeas ('13), Kristina Brown ('10), Alice Ford ('10), Emma Lennon ('11). Bottom Row (L-R): Evan Pagano ('12), Melissa Hayes ('12), Emma (Trigger) Burke ('12), Jess Berry ('13), Elissa (Cubes) Bullion ('10), Logan Gallogly ('12), H.Kay Merriman ('10), Justine Jackson ('10), and Meghan Mendoza ('12).

Left: The team playing the Athlone Institute of Technology while in Ireland. They also played the Galway Galwegians.

Middle Left: The team at the Guinness factory during their Ireland Rugby Tour in February. Pictured: Alice Ford, Ann McGrane, Lacey Elmore, Rachel Korschun, H.Kay Merriman, Louisa Sethi, Emily Coles, Avery Rain, and Sophie Dorot.

Second Row: Sarah Harris, and Brittany McAdams

Above: Top Row (L-R): Justine Jackson (10), Emma Lennon (11), Captain Alice Ford (10), Evan Pagano (12), Hannah Elkin (13), Treasurer Louisa Sethi (10), Kelly March (11), President Kristina Brown (10), Sophie Dorot (10), Julianna Gardner (13). Bottom Row: Alyssa Kronen (12), Marea Colombo (13), Meghan Mendoza (12), Logan Gallogly (12), Elissa Bullion (10), H.Kay Merriman (10), Lauren Yang (13), Vice-President Sarah Buck (10).

Left: Hannah Elkin, Julianna Gardner, Ari Lattanzi, Kristina Brown, Emma Lennon, Bianca Franqui, Elissa Bullion, H.Kay Merriman, and Alice Ford on their team trip to Montreal.
Right, from top to bottom: MCAB President Jamie Herther advertises MCAB's Block Party free towel giveaway. The Block Party was part of MCAB's celebration during the first weekend of the school year; MCAB advisors Doug Adams and JJ Boggs face off at the Block Party; Comedian Margaret Cho comes to Midd!

Highlights this year: The Roots, Kid Cudi, Sweet Remains, Campus Crawl, Ra Ra Riot, Baile Terror, Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers, Brad Corrigan, Pub Night, De-romanticizing India Student Symposium, Block Party, 80s dance, Midd Mayhem, FFF, Barefoot Truth, Speed dating, Date Doctor David Coleman, Illusionist Mike Super, Hypnotist Tom DeLuca, Homecoming, Capitol Steps, Go Gold Winter Carnival, Winter Carnival Ball ft. DJ Earworm, Y2K Party, Casablanca Night, Glow Me INDP, Something like a Brazilian Carnival, Cook Carnival, Holly Ball, Orange Crush, Rumble in the jungle, Ryan Cabrera, Global Rhythms, Anais Mitchell Raise the Volume Concert, Cook Prom and more...
President: Jamie Herther
Vice President: Diana Chiu
Commons Co-Chairs:
Atwater: Alyssa Limperis and Cate Brown
Brainerd: Jaya Ghosh and Topher Hunt
Wonnacott: Annie Bogert, Armaan Sarkar and Ray Queliz
Cook: Alice Ford, Kelly Bennion and Nadia Schreiber
Ross: Patrick D'Arcy, Clara Loebenstein and Diana Gor
Marketing Committee:
Chairs: Emily Culp, Maria Perille, and Eva Alminana
Elma Burnham, Corinne Prevot, Jordan Holliday,
Avery McNiff, Derek Matus, Chris Batson,
Kathryn Benson, Cailin Sullivan
Traditions Committee: Chairs: JJ Janikis and Liz Gay
Dan Khan, Martina Szabo, Ashley Sandy, Julie Seo,
Connie Sanabria, Karl Krussel, Gillian Porter,
Hannah Stonebraker, Lesley Chen
Social Committee:
Chairs: Kasima Brown and Frank Sweeney
Matt George, Leann Li, David J Taylor,
Megan McGeehan, Jackie Yordan, Charlotte Gardiner,
Tyler Norris
Concerts committee:
Chairs: Dan Crepps and Alex Revelas
Jonathan Wischhusen, Kasey Rischmann, Tim O'Grady,
Sarah King, Shane Scranton, Emmanuelle Saliba,
Diane Ahn, Ethan Mann, Zach Blair, Laurice Fox,
Cathy Ahearn, Hannah Wilson
Speakers committee: Chairs: Bill Noble and Bee Ndlovu
Emma Hodge, Caitlin Ludlow, Darkowaa Adu-Kofi,
Riley O'Rourke, Tony Huynh,
Yen Le, Dona Tatour, Timothy Liu

Top Left: The Traditions Committee poses with DJ Earworm after the Winter Carnival GO GOLD Ball (From left to right: Julie Seo, Liz Gay, Ashley Sandy, Dan Khan, DJ Earworm, Karl Krussel, Martina Szabo and Connie Sanabria).
Center Left: MCAB members Jon Wischhusen, Kristin Maletsky, Jay Taylor, Maria Perille and Eva Alminana during load-in at the Roots concert. Left Bottom: JJ Janikis, Leann Li, Megan McGeehan and Julie Seo at the Roots Concert.
Above: Concerts Co-chairs Dan Crepps and Alex Revelas and Concerts committee member Shane Scranton hang out with one of Stephen Kellogg's band members after the show.
American Sign Language

Left and Left Center: The group at Language Tables in Atwater. Below: Matt Sunderland '11 signs to Alison DeGraff '10.5 during Friday Language Tables.

Above: KASA’s active members.
Right: KASA’s annual Spring Barbeque on the Axinn Lawn.
Right: KASA’s Bibimbap Workshop - Members of the club line up to add ingredients to their mixed rice bowls. Bottom Right: KASA hosts LiNK, an organization that educates college students and other young leaders on the human rights atrocities taking place in North Korea. Here, LiNK prepares to show a group of students a film about North Korean refugees.

KASA Board

President: Jaimie Park ’11
Vice-President: Eun-young Shin ’10
Secretary: Jaewoo Lee ’11
Treasurer: Lesley Hsu ’12
Publicity Officer: Chris Chung ’10
Social Coordinator: Lydia Jun ’12
Cultural Coordinator: Arthur Choo ’12

On Tap

Back Row, from left to right: Leah Nagel, Sofia Zinger, Kaitlin Ofman, Hannah Stork. Middle Row: Jamie Rosenfeld, Nina Kelly, Emma Smith, Kelly Bennion, Allie Needham. Front Row: Thomas Huang
The Fencing Club has made a lot of progress this year. We bought new equipment, taught more than 20 beginners (including those who took our winter-term workshop class), visited and fenced at the club in town, and formed a team of more experienced fencers to compete with other schools. We hope to have a meet with the UVM club this spring. We also instituted a tradition of hosting a tournament, open to all students as well as members of the surrounding community, at the end of each semester. Most importantly, we had fun fencing and we look forward to another great year!

Members
Foil: Hafsa Ahmad, Gabby Arca, Sam Colton, Tucker Johnson, Alex Kent, Matt Postier, Nicholas Tkach, Kyle Williams
Saber: Sebastian Armstrong, Clark Hatheway, Michael Luby, Brendan O’Connell

Above: Adam sneaks through Sam’s defense, landing on the arm.

Members: (Front Row): Sharron Rose-Broom ’12, Chalene Peck Yin Chi, (Second Row) Jeff ’13, Barbara Ofosu-Somuah ’13, Graciela Sarabia ’13, Toni Bonnmarito ’10 (Board Member) Celine Lim ’11, DaVia Walker ’12, (Third Row) Vincent A. Jones IV ’12 (President), Adam Suwamura ’13, Hannah Stark ’13, April Dodd ’15, Joseph “Brent” Allen ’11, Jaewon Oh ’13, Matt Lowes ’10, Tiernan Myers ’10, Lauren Redfield ’11, Yetude “Kya” Adetoro ’13
The spring show: "West Side Story"
The fall show: “Songs for a New World”
Stuck in the Middle

Stuck in the Middle (SIM) had an action-packed year! We released our third album, clap.stomp., in January. In addition to many events on campus, SIM ventured further into the college community, something which we hope to continue in the future. SIM also made its way to Boston, New York City, and Connecticut for two, very successful tours. Looking back, it was a great year for SIM, and all the while, we managed to keep it fresh, classy, and fun!
Middlebury Asian Students Organization

MAOSO
Above: This year, the Mountain Club began OINK (Orientation Introduction for New Kids). The program was a complete success, offering first years orientation experiences in backpacking, rock climbing, canoeing, whitewater kayaking, trail maintenance and organic farming.
Top: The climbers of MMC after a November competition in Burlington. Above: The group leads a winter guide seminar, in which they cross-country skied through the Adirondacks.
Midd for Play

Top: From left to right—Carson Dietz Hartmann, Marcella Houghton, Jonathan Brach, Santi Zindel, Lucas Braun (co-president), Rob Johnson (co-president). Above: Midd for Play met on the front steps of Mead Chapel every academic day, often times to head out for a run, go play basketball on the courts behind Ross, or walk down to the athletic facilities for an indoor activity. Right: We played many new games including the popular kingdoms (pictured here), tennis ball capture the flag, street fighter, four on a couch, and every kind of tag. From left to right: Jonathan Fall, Carson Dietz Hartmann, Kyle Williams, Lilah Leopold, Rob Johnson (co-president).

Members

Organizations Not Pictured

Active Minds
African American Alliance
Alianza Latinoamericana y Caribena
Amnesty International
Arabesque: The Arab Heritage Club
Architecture Table
Aspiring Doctors of Color
Astronomical Society
Atwater Commons Council
Badminton Club
Big Sky Society
Blackbird
Building Tomorrow
Bunker
Butch's Team
Campus Student Newspaper
Capoeira Club
Ceramics Club
Chinese Club
Christian Orthodox Association
Christian Science Organization
Classical Dance Middlebury
Climbing Wall
College Democrats
College for Every Student
College Republicans
Cramus
Crew Team
Cricket Club
Cycling Club
Delta House
Dialogues for Peace
Dissipated Eight
Distinguished Men of Color
Dolci
Drum Circle
Equestrian Club
Feminist Action at Midd
Figure Skating Club
Film Club
Fletcher House
Flying Fists Juggling Brigade
Footloose
Free Burma Club
Free Heeders
Freeride
Gamut Room
German Club
GlobeMed
Gun Club
Habitat for Humanity
Hawaii Club
Hepburn Zoo Theatre
Hillel
Hindu Student Association
II Circolo Italiano
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Irish Cultural Club
Islamic Society
J Street U
Japanese Club
KADENCE
Karate Club
Korean American Student Association
Le Cercle Francais
Lindy Hop
Mamajamans
Manga and Anime Club
MchakaMchaka
MIDDance
Midd East Action
Midd on the Globe
MiddFly
Middialogue
Midd Chess Club
Middlebury Organic Garden
Middlebury Pep Band
Middlebury Society
Middlebury Green Engineers Club
Middlebury Musician's Guild
Middlebury Radio Theatre of Thrills & Suspense
Middlebury Ski and Snowboard Club
Middlebury Student Quakers
Middlebury Ultimate Frisbee
Middlebury Youth Action
International Mill
Model United Nations
Mondegreen
Mountain Ayres
Newman Club
newcool magazine
Omega Alpha (Tavern)
Otter Nonsense Players
Page One Literacy Project
Palmer House
Pan Caribbean Students
Organization
Paradiddles
People Get Ready
Pool Club
Praha Meditation Club
Pre-Medical Society
Psychology Club
Quidditch
Quiz Bowl
RESULTS
Roosevelt Campus Network
Rugby Club - Men
Russian & Eastern European Society
Sailing Club
Scandinavian Student Organization
Senior Class Social Committee
Service Cluster Board
SKIGA (Nordic Skiing Club)
Socially Responsible Investment Club
Southern Society
Student Darkroom
Student Global Aids Campaign
Students Against Violence
Students for a Free Tibet
Sunday Night Group
Sweatervest
Swing Dance Club
Texas Club
The Middlebrow Society for Improvisational Theatre
Ultimate Frisbee - Women
UMOJA
Unitarian Universalists of Middlebury
Vitality of the Artistic Community Association
Voices of Indigenous People
Volleyball - Men
Water Polo - Men
Water Polo - Women
Weybridge House
WRMC - 91.1 FM
Xenia
LOOKING FOR LOVE?

OCTOBER 22
9:30

Club Night Pub Night

With DJs Tyler Madden and Ben Schiffer

Thurs. Oct. 15
The Grille

4:30 pm

$3 Doctor Feelgoods

21+ bring two forms of ID

THE WILD PARTY

Homecoming formal
10pm-2am Saturday, October 17th, 2009
featuring Project DCQ

$5 for general admission - $10 for 21+ with two forms of ID - Catering by the Grille
Lessons & Carols
For Advent and Christmas

Laurel M. Jordan, Chaplain
Middlebury College Chapel Choir
Jeff Buettner, Director
Emory Fanning
College Organist

Sunday, December 6, 2009
4:00 and 7:00 p.m.
Mead Chapel, Middlebury College

Free – Donations collected for local charities

MCAB Presents
Barefoot
Truth
Live in concert

FRIDAY NOV 6th
9pm McCullough Social Space


Thursday, Oct. 29th
9:30
51 Main
Aya and the Gardeners
with Other Acoustic
Student Artists
Fall Drink Specials for All Ages!
All-Campus Picnic

Dining staff keep the great food coming as students line up to eat on Battel Beach.
An all-campus picnic held on Battel Beach to welcome back old students, and initiate the freshmen into the Middlebury family. A befitting farewell to an eventful and relaxing summer before classes start the next day.

September 6th
"Autism Speaks"

Above: The Expression Beyond Words Fashion show organized by Davia Walker '12 and Ariele Faber '12 featured student designer Justine Warren '12, logo designer Christina Azodi '12 and clothing stores including the GAP and Monelle. The show, geared at autism awareness, gave all proceeds to autism research and special education programming in Addison County.

October 2nd
Black Pearl Ball

A night of glamour organized by the African American Alliance (AAA).

October 17th
Middlebury Quidditch hosts its third annual intercollegiate Quidditch World Cup on Battel Beach.
Quidditch World Cup 2009

October 24th-25th
The biggest student-run show of the year. This year’s show featured 120 performers from 30 different countries in 22 awesome acts.
Martin Luther King Week

Left: Alumina Crystal Belle '04 at the verbal onslaught spoken word open mic held at 51 Main @ the Bridge. Center: Francois Clemmons, Alexander Twilight Artist-in-Residence, led the 12th annual celebration of the American Negro Spiritual featuring the College Spiritual Choir with Dick Forman, Director of Jazz Activities, accompanying on piano.

Left: Students who performed interpretive and modern dance, choreographed by Visiting Lecturer in Dance Christal Brown, at the Martin Luther King Jr. celebration concert led by Alexander Twilight Artist-in-Residence Francois Clemmons.

JANUARY 18-23
Winter Quidditch

Students play quidditch in the snow on Battel Beach as part of outdoor activities organized by the Middlebury Mountain Club (MMC) and Sunday Night Group (SNG).

January 24th

January 22-26
87th Winter Carnival

ORANGE CRUSH

COMEDIANS
BLACK & HOLMES

FEBRUARY 25 AND 26
87th Winter Carnival

SNOW SCULPTURES

FEBRUARY 26 AND 27
87th Winter Carnival

WINTER GO GOLD
A night of glamour and fun at the Memorial Field House Nelson Recreational Center featuring DJ Earworm and Public Safety's Chris Thompson.

FEBRUARY 27-28
Each year, students organize the spring symposium. This year's was focused on India and the many facets of this vastly developing nation. Pictured here are performances from the *India's Performing Arts Concert* that took place in the McCullough Student Center on March 3rd.
Alianza Cultural Show

April 3rd
On "Tap" of the World

April 17th

The tap dancing group "On Tap" gives a free show at the McCullough Social Space.
Professor François Clemmons' 65th Birthday Celebration Concert

Alexander Twilight Artist-in-Residence François Clemmons celebrates his birthday performing together with his students.

April 18
Dartmouth Gospel Choir

Above: Sophomore Vincent A. Jones '12, event organizer.

The Dartmouth Gospel Choir visits Middlebury and gives an unforgettable performance at Mead Chapel.

May 1st
Top: The traditional Relay Illuminaria arranged on the football bleachers. Above: Chris Lam '10 and Katie Ruymann '11, who were part of the team who organized the events, prepare for the Illuminaria ceremony, honoring those who have been affected by cancer. Left: The entrance of the Relay track. This year’s theme was based on the board game Monopoly.
The seniors enjoy a beautiful evening on Vermont's Lake Champlain. During Seniors' Week, the graduating class of 2010 had a charming evening cruising the lake as part of their graduation celebration.
The United States draws closer to providing health care for all with the passage of reform bills in both the House and the Senate.

President Obama orders an increase in troops in Afghanistan with a goal of starting to withdraw forces from the country in July 2011.

Haiti's earthquake — with a magnitude of 7.0 — is declared by the United Nations as the worst disaster it has ever confronted. Aid pours in from the United States and around the world.

A University of Utah study finds that texting while driving can be up to six times more dangerous than talking on a phone while driving.

Price per gallon of gas in 2000: $1.26
2009: $2.73
Movie ticket price in 2000: $5.39
2009: $7.35
In August, Sonia Sotomayor is sworn in as the Supreme Court’s first Hispanic justice and only third female member in the top U.S. court’s history.

In efforts to make General Motors more economically viable, the company discontinues the Saturn brand and announces plans to phase out its Pontiac division.

Unemployment rate in 2000: 4%
2009: 10%

U.S. population in 2000: 281 million
2009: 305 million

Facebook users 2000: 0
2009: 350 million

Belgian Prime Minister Herman Van Rompuy is elected the first president of the European Council (EU) under the Treaty of Lisbon.

The H1N1 virus appears to affect items more than typical flu viruses. Hand sanitizer is a commonplace sight in classrooms and other public spaces.

America honors the lives of 13 innocent victims of a tragic shooting spree at Fort Hood, Texas, in November.

In efforts to make General Motors more economically viable, the company discontinues the Saturn brand and announces plans to phase out its Pontiac division.
The number of first-time visitors to food shelves surges, as families cope with the economic recession. Food banks report that demand is up 30 percent on average.

The Armed Forces Network broadcasts five NBA games to U.S. troops on Christmas Day. The NBA gives the AFN broadcast rights for free.

Consumers have more alternative fuel options as the number of biodiesel stations continues to grow across the United States.

During October, Breast Cancer Awareness Month, pink products are everywhere: from printers to power tools, snowboards to golf balls, blow dryers to water bottles.
WAYS TO SAVE ENERGY

I. Turn off the lights when no one's in the room.
II. Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping.
   a. Bike or walk instead of driving.
   b. Get a reusable metal water bottle.
   c. Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.
   d. Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.
   e. Use rechargeable batteries instead of disposables.
   f. In winter, turn down the heat and wear more layers.
   g. In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 72° or higher.

Students protest the University of California’s 32 percent tuition increase. Average tuition is up 4.4 percent for private four-year colleges and up 6.5 percent for public four-year colleges.

Teens are setting an example for their parents, with 56 percent of teens volunteering to support a charitable cause.
At the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, the top-ranked Alabama Crimson Tide defeats the second-ranked Texas Longhorns to finish the Bowl Championship Series.

Sidney Crosby becomes the youngest captain to hoist the Stanley Cup as he leads the Pittsburgh Penguins to their third championship and first since 1992.

Team USA heads to Vancouver, British Columbia, for the Winter Olympics. More than 200 athletes represent the United States at the XXI Olympic Winter Games.

The New Orleans Saints beat the Indianapolis Colts 31-17 to win Super Bowl XLIV, their first championship title.

The New York Yankees capture their 27th World Series Championship when they beat the Philadelphia Phillies, four games to two.
Brett Favre retires from retirement to lead the Minnesota Vikings. At 40, Favre continues to rewrite the record books, including the most-consecutive regular-season games.

At the 12th IAAF World Championships in Berlin, Jamaican sprinter and three-time Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt beats his own 100-meter and 200-meter world records.

Shaun White leads a talented roster for the 2010 Olympic Snowboarding Team that also includes fellow gold medalists Kelly Clark, Hannah Teter and Seth Wescott.

Minnesota Twins’ Joe Mauer becomes only the second catcher in 33 years to win the American League Most Valuable Player Award, finishing first in a near-unanimous vote.

2008 Wimbledon final: Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer
    Super Bowl XLIII: Steelers 27, Cardinals 23
    World Series 2001, Game 7: Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2
    2007 Fiesta Bowl: Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42
    2006 Rose Bowl: Texas 41, USC 38

2008 Olympics: 100-meter men’s butterfly, Michael Phelps
    2009 Big East tournament: Syracuse 127, UConn 117 (6 OT)
    Super Bowl XLI: Giants 17, Patriots 14
    2002 NBA West finals, Game 7: Lakers 112, Kings 106 (OT)
    2005 UEFA Champions League final: Liverpool beats AC Milan
After the release of their fifth studio album, the Black Eyed Peas launch The E.N.D. World Tour, with stops in Australia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand and Thailand.

Mary Mary's album Praiseworthy reaches No.1 on Billboard's Christian & Gospel Album Charts, No. 2 on the Top R&B Hip-Hop Chart and No. 7 on the Billboard Top 200.

Paramore takes home the title of Favorite Rock Band at the MTV's People's Choice Awards. Lead singer Hayley Williams kept in touch by Tweeting with fans throughout the awards program.

Taylor Swift has an amazing year with four CMA Awards and the Grammy for Best Album of the Year.

Glee geeks go wild! Volume 1 of the Glee soundtrack features 17 songs from the hit Fox show about a struggling high school glee club.
Justin Bieber parleys YouTube fame into a record deal. A crowd of more than 3,000 screaming fans forces him to cancel an appearance at a Long Island mall.

Michael Jackson, the legendary King of Pop, dies unexpectedly at the age of 50, just weeks before his This Is It world tour is to begin.

Alicia Keys guest stars on Jay-Z's album, The Blueprint 3. Their joint effort, "Empire State of Mind," is one of the most successful songs of the year.

Beyoncé broke the record for a female artist at the Grammys with six awards, including Song of the Year and Best Female Pop Vocal Performance.

TOP 10 TOP-SELLING ALBUMS OF 2009

1. Fearless, Taylor Swift
2. I Dreamed a Dream, Susan Boyle
3. Number Ones, Michael Jackson
4. The Fame, Lady GaGa
5. My Christmas, Andrea Bocelli
6. Hannah Montana: The Movie Soundtrack, Hannah Montana
7. The E.N.D., Black Eyed Peas
8. Relapse, Eminem
9. The Blueprint 3, Jay-Z
10. Only By the Night, Kings of Leon
Tina Fey's acclaimed NBC comedy 30 Rock receives a record 22 prime time Emmy Award nominations and wins five, including Best Comedy Series and Best Actor in a Comedy Series (Alec Baldwin).

Reality TV shows like CBS's Survivor and The Amazing Race continue to draw in viewers of all ages.

A new generation discovers the Fab Four. The Beatles: Rock Band is a smash hit among teens, parents and even grandparents!

New Fox hit TV show Glee takes home the Golden Globe for Best Musical or Comedy Television Series over such veteran shows as The Office, 30 Rock and Entourage.

Glee takes home the Golden Globe for Best Musical or Comedy Television Series over such veteran shows as The Office, 30 Rock and Entourage.
Sesame Street, the legendary PBS children's show, celebrates 40 years of ABCs and 123s with the likes of Cookie Monster, Oscar the Grouch and Big Bird.

SpongeBob SquarePants celebrates 10 years on the air with the debut of Truth or Square, a Nickelodeon TV movie featuring celebrity guests and several shocking twists.

After just seven months, Conan O'Brien receives $45 million to surrender his position as host of The Tonight Show after NBC decides to return Jay Leno to his previous time slot.

TOP 10 TOP-SELLING VIDEO GAMES OF 2009

1. Wii Fit
2. Wii Play
3. Pokémon Platinum Version
4. Mario Kart Wii
5. Resident Evil 5 (Xbox 360)
6. Killzone 2
7. Call of Duty: World at War
8. Resident Evil 5 (PS3)
9. Halo Wars
10. Street Fighter IV

Source: cnbc.com
After two weeks of limited sold-out shows, 1 million moviegoers submit online requests that cause the nationwide release of Paranormal Activity.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince raked in the biggest midnight earnings of all time, grossing $22.2 million at the box office.

Sandra Bullock wins the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Motion Picture—Drama for her performance in The Blind Side, based on the true story of Baltimore Ravens football player Michael Oher.
In just 41 days, James Cameron's Avatar overtakes Titanic to become the highest-grossing movie ever worldwide at $1.859 billion.

Are you "Team Jacob" or "Team Edward"? "Twihards" around the world swoon over the supernatural love triangle in The Twilight Saga: New Moon.

**TOP 10 BOX OFFICE HIT MOVIES 2000**
1. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
2. Cast Away
3. Mission: Impossible II
4. Gladiator
5. What Women Want
6. The Perfect Storm
7. Meet the Parents
8. X-Men
9. Scary Movie
10. What Lies Beneath

**2009**
1. Avatar
2. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
3. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
4. The Twilight Saga: New Moon
5. Up
6. The Hangover
7. Star Trek
8. The Blind Side
9. Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel
10. Monsters Vs. Aliens
Snuggie, the blanket with sleeves, is a runaway hit. The company introduces versions for kids and pets and features designer styles in a fashion show.
Graphic tees, worn alone or paired with zip-front hoodies, are a comfortable way to make a style statement, promote your favorite band and express your individuality.

**GUYS**

**TOP 10 FASHION TRENDS**

1. Skinny jeans
2. Big '80s shoulders
3. Over-the-knee boots
4. Graphic tees
5. Hoodies
6. Animal prints
7. Rachel Roy bags
8. Ripped jeans
9. '90s grunge
10. Flared jeans
Quinceañeras, the Latin American culture's coming-of-age celebration on a girl's 15th birthday, are becoming larger and more elaborate like Sweet 16 parties.

More than half (56 percent) of Americans ages 12-17 use social networking websites.

Now you can carry a whole library in a device the size of a hardcover. Consumers crave readers like Amazon's Kindle and the Sony Reader.

In January 2010, teen employment rates hit a record low of 26.2 percent due to a lack of entry-level jobs available at the minimum wage.

Pass the potatoes, please. Busy families are cutting back on expensive take-out meals and making time to sit down together for healthier, home-cooked family dinners.
Commons Events - Brainerd

Convocation
September 6

Commons House
Dinner
September 17
Brainerd

Apple Picking

September 19
Senior Brunch

May 16, 2010
Wonnacott Convocation
September 6

The Res Life Team
Fondue Fridays

Global Rhythms
Wonnacott

Service Learning Trip
January 22

Gingerbread House Party

Feb Orientation

Anais Mitchell at the Raise the Volume Concert
April 20
Presentation of

Wonnacott Award

to Michael Campbell
by Commons head Will Nash

Charter House Donation
Proceeds from Raise the Volume Concert

Presentation of the

Zak Award

to Elisabeth Seite and Tshering Yudon

Commons Rafting Trip

Wevertown, NY
May 9
Atwater

Atwater Res Life staff

Convocation

September 6
Cupcake Making with Res Life

Allen Common Room
Convocation

September 6
Ben and Jerry's Factory Trip

Ross-ers at Relay for Life
Cook

Res Life Holiday Gathering

Food for the Iron Chef Competition
Iron Chef Competition
Study Abroad

Christopher Opila '11 in Alexandria, Egypt
Daniela Tsenova '11, Madrid, Spain

Aasma Naser '10, Alexandria, Egypt
Melissa Segil '11, Montevideo, Uruguay

Romany Redman '11, Bulgan Aimag, Mongolia
Jenny Djupedal '10, Moscow, Russia

Lewis Merl '11, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Niteroi, Brazil
Casey Mahoney '11, Moscow, Russia

Amy Napaporn Saekow '11, Khon Kaen, Thailand
Daniela Tsenova '11, Madrid, Spain
COMMENCEMENT 2010

photos courtesy of photographer Brett Simison.
I've: Honorary Degree Recipients Jill Seaman '74, Doctor of Science; Mark Weld Odom '87, Doctor of Science; Joseph William Polisi, Doctor of Arts; and Beth Robinson, Doctor of Laws; President Ron Leibowitz, Patrick M. Fritz '68, Chair of the Board; Errol Morris, Doctor of Fine Arts; and Commencement Speakers by! WuDunn and Nicholas D. Kristof, Doctors of Letters.
Above: Peter Baumann addresses his fellow classmates. Right: Ben Schiffer salutes.
The Classes of 2010 and 2010.5
Anthony Adragna

Christopher Allen

Eva Alminana

Chinyere Amadi

Daniel Aibar

Emily Allison

Bozeman, Montana
Geography/Environmental Studies Joint Major

George Altshuler

San Francisco
American Studies
College Democrats, The Middlebury Campus,
Saturday Discussion Group, Juntos, The Program

Jacquelyn Antonson
Russell Banker
Cos Cob, CT
French

Elizabeth Bates
Guilford, CT
Theatre (Acting) and Elementary Education Studies
Anything But Straight In Athletics, The Bobolinks, Men's Varsity Swimming, Riddim

Aviva Bannerman
Montclair, NJ
Psychology
Don't fool yourself into thinking you've got the answer. The trick is living without the answer ... I think. -Thumbsucker

Peter Baumann
Denver, CO
Political Science
The Admissions Office, The Middlebury Campus, Varsity Baseball

Martin Bayersdorfer

Aaron Becker

Sarah Bellemare
Paul Bennett

Ann Benson

Daniel Berry

Besiana Besler

Kelly Bennion
Scottsdale, AZ
Psychology and Spanish, Elementary Education minor
"Happiness is not having what you want, but wanting what you have" - Anonymous
RIDDIM World Dance Troupe, Cook Tri-Chair and First-Year Counselor, Christian Fellowship Senior Fellow/Admissions Intern
MCAB Exec Board, Teach for America Campus Recruiter, On Tap

Allison Bernard
Merchantville, NJ
Chinese/History Joint Major

Alexandra Bertagnolli
Feeding Hills, MA
Japanese Studies, Premedical Studies, Xenia Japanese Club

Matthew Bigl
Bradford, VT
Geology
Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind. - Dr. Seuss

Do you as oughta, add acid to watah.
Elizabeth Boles
Joint Dance/SoAN
I am a hopeless romantic with a twisted sense of humor*
Voices of Indigenous Peoples: Irish Anonymous Dance Company of Middlebury

Daniel Botteron

Thomas Brant
Portland, Oregon International Politics and Economics

Kristina Brown
Weare, New Hampshire Literary Studies, Women’s Rugby Club

Victoria Bommarito

Cassidy Boyd

Molly Brister

Jessica Bruce
Newton, MA American Studies
Sarah Bryan
Houston, TX
Environmental Studies and
Pre-Architecture
"I love you not only for
what you are, but for what I
am when I am with you"

Elissa Bullion
Millis, MA
Sociology/Anthropology
Women's Rugby Club

Emily Burleigh
Darien, CT
Psychology-Sociology

Patrick Burton

Sarah Buck
Stratham, NH
International Studies
The heart has its reasons in
which reason knows
nothing. Women's Rugby,
KDR, Cook Commons Staff

Joseph Burchenal

Hannah Burnett
North Granby, CT
Independent Scholar in
Medical Anthropology and
International Public Health
Be the change you wish to
see in the world - Mahatma
Gandhi GlobeMed,
Admissions Senior Fellows,
Global Health Action
Network, JV Field Hockey

Rachel Butera
Hope Valley, RI
International Studies :-)
Mischords all-female a
cappella, Swing Dance
Club, Domination Station IM
Soccer, Christian Fellowship
Chinese House
Betsy Byrum
Fairfield, CA
Environmental Studies, Political Science

Matthew Cahill

Samuel Carlson

Mark Caswell

Paola Cabonargi

Victoria Campofranco
New Canaan, CT
History of Art and Architecture

Magdalene Carter

David Cha
"The only limit to the height of your achievements is the reach of your dreams and your willingness to work for them" -Michelle Obama
Before you enter the temple, forgive. Accept whatever comes to you even in the fabric of your destiny, for what could better suit your needs? Se non ti aspetti niente, ciò che ti arriva lo saprai godere. Italian Club, Co-President

"Just be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter won't mind." - Dr. Seuss
A huge thank you to the family, friends, professors and mentors who made this possible, meaningful, and a whole lot of fun.

Benjamin Cotton

Larchmont, NY
Geology/Environmental Studies

Will Cunningham

Hastings On Hudson, NY
Spanish major, Teacher Education and Psychology minors

Raina Crawford

Hastings On Hudson, NY
Spanish major, Teacher Education and Psychology minors

Robin Curtis

Hastings On Hudson, NY
Spanish major, Teacher Education and Psychology minors

Baker Coon

Providence, RI
Political Science

Jelena Coric

Harare, Zimbabwe
English & American Literatures

Cook Commons, Senior Admissions Fellow
Blake Daniel

Neil Danner

Amer Dastgir

Dhaka, Bangladesh
International Politics & Economics
International Students' Organization; UMOJA; South Asian Students' Association

Alison DeGraff

East Middlebry, VT
Geography major, Latin American History and Portuguese minors
Middlebury Geographic, ASL Club

Evan Daniel

Allison Dappen

Wenatchee, WA
Spanish Mchakamchaka

Samuel Dawson

Andrew Deloach
Theodore Dickerson

Psychology (minors in Economics and Russian)

Jennifer Djupedal

Linh Dinh

Jennifer Djupedal

Psychology (minors in Economics and Russian)

Jane Doar

Casey Donahue

Katherine Donovan

Casey Donahue

Natalie Dupre

Christine Downs

RI Anthropology-Religion Joint Major Institutional Diversity Committee (IDC), and the African American Alliance (AAA)

Natalie Dupre
Mary Dwyer
Westboroiigh, MA
French, Spanish
please accept from me this
unpretentious bouquet of
very early-blooming
parentheses: (((())))" J.D.
Salinger

Sage Engberg

Lisa Eppich

Jeffrey Everson

Molly Elmer-Dewitt

Erich Enns

Jenny Erwin

Kristen Faiferlick

137
Kaitlyn Fallon
Swarthmore, PA
English and American Literatures
Women's Basketball

Jeffrey Ferraro
Northford, CT
International Politics/Spanish
"Thank you to my close friends who got me through this place." Student Investment Committee

Avery Finch

Alice Ford

Juan Diego Farah

Adrienne Ferris

Carmen Fleming
Madison, Wisconsin Economics
"From here on out, I am only interested in what is real... real people, real feelings, that's it, that's all I'm interested in."

Patrick Ford
Emily Forrest
Long Valley, NJ
Economics and German

Annabelle Fowler
Quito, Ecuador
Economics and Mathematics
International Students' Organization

Elliott Fox
Newton, MA
Biology

Tahirah Foy

Bianca Franqui
Montclair
Art History
KP

Charles Freundlich

Dale Freundlich
Whidbey Island, Washington
Spanish, Pre-Med
We are each of us angels with only one wing, and we can only fly by embracing one another..." - Luciano de Crescenzo
Middlebury College Crew

Lauren Fritz
Chugiak, Alaska
Environmental Studies-Geography, Spanish
The only time SUCCESS comes before WORK is in the dictionary.
Middlebury Ski Team
Komal Garewal
Mount Kisco, NY
I.S. - South Asia / SOAN
Apathy is our greatest plague
South Asian Students Organization -VP PALANA

Emma Garl Smith
Evanston, IL
English 'Don't be afraid of missing opportunities. Behind every failure is an opportunity somebody wishes they had missed.' - Lily Tomlin
On Tap, Middlebury Pranksters, Diversity Committee

Jannette Giammattei
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
Neuroscience

Seth Gilbert

Zachary Giustra

Edlind Gjoksi

Daniel Glatt

Cecilia Goldschmidt
Hartsdale, New York
Psychology
"Only those who risk going so far can possibly find out how far one can go." - T.S. Eliot

Track & Field, Cross-Country, MMC, Skiga, Relay for Life

Santa Fe, New Mexico
Psychology, Sociology, and Anthropology

Memphis, TN
Biology

Victor Guevara
Dana Heritage
Cheshire
Psychology

Blake Hinckley

Molly Holmes

Ian Hopewood

Jamie Herther
Nashua, NH
Economics, Spanish

Peter Hoffman

Conetris Holt
Atlanta, GA
Psychology
Intramural basketball,
African American Alliance,
Women of Color

Benjamin Horne
I'mantha Kaminsky
Wayland, MA
Economics and Political Science Double Major

Jesse Keenan

Alexander Kent
Larchmont, NY
International Studies—East Asian Studies
"Look... I don't want any guacamole, man."
Heal the Rift Peer Writing Tutor Program The id
Middlebury Fencing Club

Simon Keyes

Nicholas Kent
Dunedin, New Zealand
International Studies
Smooth, but not a criminal.
Michael Jackson

Kaitlin Katsura

Baird Kellogg
Washington, DC
International Studies

Saad Khan
Shujaat Khan  
Rawalpindi, Pakistan  
Physics and Economics

Allyson Kirshenbaum

Alex Klikunas

Alexandra Krieg  
Wellesley, MA  
Molecular Biology & Biochemistry; Religion - focus in Ethics

Yookyung Kim

Catherine Klem

John Kramer

Matthew Labunka  
New York  
Psychology
Jennifer Lally

Mary Lane

Kristen Laplante

Lisa Lavia

Christopher Lam

Daniel Langfitt
Rochester, NY
International Studies:
Western European History,
French; Minors: Russian,
Music

Greg Larsen
Simsbury, CT
Biology

Brendan Leanos
Whatever we wish ourselves to be, we have the power to make ourselves. If who we are now is the result of our past actions, it certainly follows that whatever we wish to be in future can be produced by our present actions. —Swami Vivekananda

"Always do what you are afraid to do." —Ralph Waldo Emerson

Life’s To Do List: seek truth & knowledge; embrace spontaneous adventure; inspire peace & joy; laugh & giggle freely; love with deep intensity; live with faith & gratitude; balance sleep & caffeine MOQA, MiddCheer Christian Fellowship, Admissions, College Bookstore
Hannah Lincoln
New York, NY
IP&E

Cui Liu
New York, NY
IP&E

Shanta' Lindo
New York City
English and American Literature

Gabriel Losch
Wyckoff, NJ
Music

Hannah Lowe
Liberty, MO
Biology

Matthew Lowes

Oscar Loyo

Claire Luby
St. Paul, MN
Biology
Nordic Ski Team
Katherine Lupo
Weston, CT
Art History "We must be the change we wish to see in the world." -Ghandi
Volleyball (Freshman year), Museum Assistants Program (Freshman-Sophomore), Museum Intern, MCMP (Producer of West Side Story), Middlebury Mamajamas a cappella (Business Manager), SGA Environmental Affairs (Director), Environmental Council

Kristin Maletsky
Kinnelon, NJ
Neuroscience and Psychology

Emily May
Takoma Park, MD
Environmental Studies/Biology
Sunday Night Group
Ultimate Frisbee Organic Garden Mchaka Mchaka

Samantha Maytag
Stephen McCombe
Rowley, Massachusetts
English and American Literatures
Varsity Field Hockey
Varsity Ice Hockey

Leather McCormack

Anna McDonald

Maeve McGilloway
Sea Cliff, NY
Economics

Kelly McCool

Andrew McDonald
Edmonton, Alberta
Literary Studies

"Words -- so innocent and powerless as they are, as standing in a dictionary, how potent for good and evil they become in the hands of one who knows how to combine them." - Nathaniel Hawthorne

Middlebury Radio Theater of Thrills and Suspense (MrTots)

Mary Katherine McElroy

Leah McLaughry
Norwich, VT
Economics
Amanda McTyre  
Washington, DC  
Literary Studies

Alison Mehravari  
Ithaca, NY  
Neuroscience

Heather Kay Merriman  
Canton, Ohio  
Joint English and Religion  
And this, our life, exempt from public haunt, finds tongues in trees, books in running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything. -William Shakespeare, As You Like It  
The Middlebury Campus Features Editor, Cook Council, Women’s Rugby, Peer Writing Tutor

Benjamin Meader  
Newcastle, Maine  
Geography  
When the stormy winds do blow, Swing ’er off and let ’er go. Mountain Club Theater

Nicholas Meiers  
Shelburne, VT  
Economics, History  
"But you don't succeed by giving up, that's one thing I know." -Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers DREAM Program, Community Friends, Suite H

Nathalie Michiels

John William Meyer

Michal Micner
"You’re never fully dressed without a smile." — Harry Connick Jr.

"You can’t teach a man anything; you can only help him discover in himself." — Galileo Galilei

"Every exit is an entry somewhere else." — Tom Stoppard
Andrew Ngeow
Fayetteville, PA
Computer Science
The Middlebury Campus,
Ultimate Frisbee

Toby Norden
Amherst, MA
Computer Science
Something wise and pithy. A
Generally well-known and
esteemed individual Xenia
Middlebury College
Orchestra MCMP

Michael Nunn

Siobhan O'Malley

Danielle Nieves

Michael Norris
Beverly, MA
Political Science

James O'Brien

Alexander Oberg
Arlington, VA
Geography, Environmental
Studies
Mountain Club
Chemistry "Make sure you tune in to AFROJAMA on WRMC 91.1 FM every Wednesday between 8 and 10pm." To those who made it what it was, THANK YOU! and promise me I'll see you soon? xx  PS: Why did the chicken cross the road?  German Club, UMOJA, ISO, Drum Circle, WRMC, AFROJAMA, Phonathon, Nutrition and Good Living,

Pasadena, CA
Chinese
No dead principles can help, but only living consciousness. Be absolutely unprincipled and just follow life. — Thank you Middlebury for 4 years of wonderful time. BennyLava Soccer Team, Middlebury Cricket Club

You're only given a little spark of madness. You mustn't lose it. — Robin Williams

SGA, Middlebury College Musical Players (MCMP)
Chalene Pek
Singapore
International Politics and Economics
"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?" - Mary Oliver
"I am challenged in a beautiful way to wake up tomorrow and live a life more fully committed to love - not in big earth-shattering ways, but in seemingly small ways of showing up, serving and displaying authentic, life-changing love for the people God puts in my life."
www.lotsolscotts.com
Christian Fellowship, GlobeMed, Rugby, FCA

Joshua Pincus

Ilana Prior

Amanda Quinlan
Antrim, NH
International Studies
"These roses under my window don't make reference to former roses or to better ones - they are for what they are - they exist with God today." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Be now, not later. Cross country, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Fellowship of Christian Athletes"

Sarah Pickering

Laura Pollard
Pleasantville, PA
ENAM Emerging from the Middlebury bubble, I reflect
"Does the future move in only one direction? Think how roots find their way, how hair spreads on the pillow, how watercolors give birth to light." InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF), Le Cercle Français, Middlebury College Music Players (MCMP), & the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Research (CTLR)

Emily Putnam

Angela Ramsey
Wichita, KS
Religion
Richard Redmond
Seattle, WA
Sociology/Anthroplogy joint with Spanish

Kasey Lynn Rischmann
Darien, CT
History of Art and Architecture

Jack Reed
Stowe, Vermont
Studio Art

Yunfei Ren
Wuhan, China
French
MCAB, SGA, Mountain Club, Chinese Club

Alexandra Révelas
Seattle, WA
Sociology/Anthroplogy joint with Spanish

Adam Rice

Melissa Robinson

Daniel Rosmarin
Greenville, Delaware
Major: History, Minor: German
College Judicial Board, Admissions Senior Fellow, History Department Committee, Cross Country Team

Andrew Ruoss

Tess Russell
Baltimore, MD
English and American Literatures
"The pages are still blank, but there is a miraculous feeling of the words being there, written in invisible ink and clamoring to become visible." Nabokov Managing Editor, The Middlebury Campus Reading Board, Blackbird (Literary Magazine)

DaWeon Ryu
Busan, S. Korea
Chemistry and Music
Thank you, Middlebury, for helping me pursue both of my passions.

Faisal Saeed
Cockeysville, Maryland
Neuroscience
Varsity Golf

Celia Rothschild
Wilmette, Illinois
Sociology & Anthropology

Rosa Saavedra

Julisa Salas
New York, NY
English and American Literatures
"It is with circuses-going as it is with Sin. One Sin is always followed by a long procession of others. He who goes to the Circus is Lost Forever." Burlington Free Press and Times (Vermont), July 27, 1883

RIDDIM, Omega Alpha, SERT Captain, Middlebury Ambulance Association
Allie Shaffer
Ningbo, China
Economics, Mathematics
N'est pas un bon soldat celui qui ne songe pas à devenir général. College Fed Challenge Middlebury Team 2007-2009

Benjamin Shell-Schnitzer
Lin-young (EY) Shin
Chungnam, South Korea
Political Science, Spanish

Edward Silberman

Linzhi Shao

Tenzing Sherpa

Tenzing Sherpa

Yuki Shinoda
Tokyo
Psychology

William Silton
Francis Silva

Nathaniel Smith

Bobby Joe Smith Iii

Nicolas Sohl

Robert Sincerbeaux

Zachary M. Smith

Olabisi Sobowale

Bronx, New York
Japanese/ Pre-med
"It is good to be good"
Aspiring Doctors Of Color,
UMOJA

Kathrina Soja
Jisun Song
Seoul, Korea
Studio Art, Music, Psychology

Jonathan Spencer
Atlanta, GA
Biology
You have to do what you have to do to do what you have to do!
African American Alliance Pan-Caribbean Student Organization

Justin Spurley
Atlanta, GA
Biology
You have to do what you have to do to do what you have to do!
African American Alliance Pan-Caribbean Student Organization

Kelly Stewart
Birmingham, Alabama
Psychology

Carolyn Sparkes

Michael Spiak

Emily Stephens

Meredith Stone
Holliston, MA
Political Science
Christopher Stonerook

Anne Sullivan

Nora Sutton
Columbus, Ohio
International Studies/Latin America, Specialization in Language/ Culture
"...the joy of new birth and the pain of growing up, the bliss between giving my all and giving up..." "Ooh Ahh" "la vie en rose"
Omega Alpha

Sasha Swerdloff
Corbett, Oregon
English and American Literature

Andrew Strumolo

Elizabeth Sutcliffe

Brian Swartz
Mendon, VT
Economics
Alpine Ski Team

Todd Swisher
Avery White
North Easton, Massachusetts
Political Science

Mallory White
Colorado Springs, CO
Spanish and History

Crystal Williams
Spokane, WA
Biochemistry, Secondary Education

You have four years to be irresponsible. Stay out late. Go out on a Tuesday with your friends when you have a paper due Wednesday. Drink 'til sunrise. The work never ends, but college does. -Tom Petty

Nathan Williams
Noblesville, IN
International Politics and Economics

Lindsay Winstead
Yuki Yoshida
Des Moines, IA
Architectural Studies, Italian

Binfeng Zheng

Ema Zubovic
Des Moines, IA
Architectural Studies, Italian

Rachel Zakrasek
Cedar Rapids, IA
Environmental Studies and Sociology/Anthropology

Scott Zolkos
Amherst, MA
ES/Geology
MEMBERS OF THE CLASSES OF 2010 AND 2010.5 NOT PICTURED

Nathan Eli Tomas Ackerly
Nicholas David Alexander
Nasser Alidoust
Geoffrey Robert Allen
Christopher John Anderson
Elizabeth Cantwell Bacon
Ashley Martana Bairros
Brent Doyal Ballard
David Banys
Neil Goodman Baron
Bevan Edwin Barton
Whitney Cromwell Bean
Brooke Brown Beatt
Jeff Michael Begin
Ross Ellis Bell
William Henry Bellainney
Abraham Thomas Bendheim
Caterina Benini
Corinne Carolyn Beverly
Martina Anne Bonolis
Sarah Clarissa Bou-Rhodes
Martin Robert Box
Philippe Bronchtein
Meaghan Monet Brown
Thomas Patrick Brush
George Livingston Burgess
Connor Brennan Burleigh
Bradley Zeller Carlson
Can Celebi
Tapfuma Felix Chibaya
Diana Chiu
Qi Lin Andrew Chong
Jihyun Chung
Ignazio Matteo Ciresi
David Lamman Clark-Barol
Nancy Emma Cline
Nerina Cocchi
James Lane Conkling
Thomas Frank Corrado
Clare O’neil Crosby
Daniel Edward Crow
Devin Currens
Molly Gail Curtis
Mahesh Dahal
Laura Tice Dalton
Hannah Katherine Day
David Joseph DeMarkis
Anjuli Seth Demers
Zachary Gordon DeVore
Kathryn Anna DiPasquale
Jennifer Catherine Djupedal
Sophie Elana Dorot
Samuel Pinkston Dungan
Ian Bradstreet Durkin
Elizabeth Pearl Edouard
Ekow Noah Edzie
Eric Benjamin Eldenbrock
Andrew Noyes Elliman
Jonathan Ercole
Ian McCrindle Evans
Vanessa Evers
Jean E. Falconer

Shi Fang
Mohammad Aman Farahi
Molly McGowan Farber
Nathaniel Edward Fasman
Margaux Lang Fimbres
Shafrar Isaac Fineberg
Alexandra Bliss Fisher
David Ross Foote
Anne Hesse Ford
Bradford Delafield Forkner
Colin Taylor Foss
Christopher Michael Free
Glen Edward Frieden
Angelo Fu
Tatsuhiro Fujii
Jeffrey Daniel Garofano
Elliot Algemon Gay
John Elliot Glouchevitch
Kelvin Gorekore
Jesse Matthew Shron Gubb
Mario Xavier Guevara Martinez
Bruce Hallett
Daniel Marcus Haluska
Ali Nehme Hamdan
Nikolas David Hanks
Stephen James Hart
Conor Patrick Hartnett
Nisreen M.A Hejab
Mary-Caitlin Carlton Hentz
Tamara Leigh Hines
Alexander Max Hirsch
Abigail Amidon Hoeschler
Charles Copeland Hofmann
Elizabeth Rosenthal Horvitz
Sonia S. Hseih
Charlotte Chadwick Hsu
Saila Johanna Huusko
Justine Endicott Jackson
William Hardie James
Richard Dales Jenkinson
Eliot Stafford Jia
Patrick Owen Johnson
Andrea T. Jones
Stephanie May Joyce
Elanna Kan
Dong Hee Kang
Maxwell Kanter
Lan Kasper
Laura Beth Kasparyk
Kevin Michael Kelleher
Mark Humphreys Kelly
Max Clayton Kennedy
Julia Hyunjung Kim
MinHyung Michelle Kim
Jessica Marie Kimball
Caitlin Elizabeth King
Jessica Elisabeth Kissinger
John Kallen Kramer
Karl Olav Kristiansen
Joanna Katherine Labejzs
Pier Folger LaFarge
Shay Thomas Larson
| William Andrew Lee                          | Hannah Ilea Robertson                      |
| Gharri O’Neil Lewis                       | Miriam Rose Baker                          |
| Congcong Li                               | Danil Rudroy                                |
| Michaela Lieberman                        | Derek Magnus Sakamoto                       |
| Leslie Kay Lin                            | Nestor Alcides Sanchez Martinez             |
| Stuart Nicholas Lindberg                  | Frederick E. Sanford                        |
| Alexandra Lovett-Woodsum                 | Jason Charles Sanford                       |
| Alex Michael Larie                        | Bilal Sarwary                               |
| Theodore Joseph MacDonald                 | Benjamin Aaron Schiffer                     |
| Madeleine Hooper Macmillan               | Lauren K. Scott                             |
| Elizabeth Manchester                      | Ryan Michael Seavy                          |
| Anthony Obukui Manyuru                   | Lindsay Paige Selin                         |
| Philip Paul Maslow                        | Prema Seth                                  |
| Christopher Steele Mason                  | Daniel Patrick Seymour                      |
| Jack Masur                                | Rudabeh Shahid                              |
| Lee McKenna                               | Gabrielle Tanya Shorr                       |
| Lillian Caroline McNealus                 | Douglas Roberts Shultz                      |
| Isabel Rey McWilliams                     | Lindsey Ann Sick                            |
| Christopher Alexander Mejia               | Eugenia Charlotte Silva-Beccari            |
| Sylvia Susanna Mendez                     | Rachel Siviski                              |
| Alfred John Meyer                         | Peter Reynolds Smith                        |
| Jessica Marie Minton                      | Anna Solovieva                              |
| Edwin Norman Mitchell                     | Timothy C. Song                             |
| Vrutika Atish Mody                        | Peter Andrew Rankin Spyrou                  |
| Jonathan Courtney Moen                    | Emily Nicole Stephens                       |
| Leslie Alexandra Moffat                   | James Earl Stepney                          |
| Michael John Mommsen                      | Connor Ramsay Stewart                       |
| Stephanie Jasmine Monasky                 | William Howard Surrette                     |
| Ann Cox Montgomery                        | Sasha Katherine Swardloff                   |
| Dallas Moody                              | Grace Catherine Taylor                      |
| Elyse Fraser Moore                        | Nemanja Tepavcevic                           |
| Elizabeth Winchester Moran                | Christopher Joseph Teves                    |
| Mathew Munyole Nakitarre                  | Katie Pomeroy Thacher                       |
| Colin Nangle                              | Andrew Louis Thomson                        |
| Laura H. Newman                           | Christopher Michael Tierney                 |
| Martha Tatiana Newman                     | Charles Armstrong Townsend                  |
| Robert Duggan Norberg                     | Tyson Edge Trullinger                       |
| Tsering Norbu                             | William Sherburne Van Heuvelen              |
| Lydia Carol Ode                           | Rosalind Palmer Vara                        |
| Daniel Hastings Odette                    | Lauren Neill Vollmer                        |
| Megan Elizabethe O’Keefe                  | Mary Cabell Walsh                           |
| Conrad Reese Olson                        | Yu Wang                                     |
| Jessica Morse Ortwein                     | Tianxiao Wang                               |
| Margaret Campbell Owen                    | Rebecca Seeyun Wear                         |
| Canem Ozyildirim                           | Shelsey Jane Weinstein                      |
| Ashley Elizabeth Panichelli               | Anne Love Willborn                          |
| Michael Joseph Panzer                     | Claire Cunningham Williams                  |
| Rachel Louise Pentecost                   | Nicole Nancy Williams                       |
| Mitchell W. Pesesky                       | Richard Bartlett Witmer                     |
| Thu Thi Thanh Phung                       | Christopher John Wood                       |
| Andrew Qua Piccirillo                     | Lindsay Amir Wright                         |
| Dijana Poljak                              | Shengen Zhu                                 |
| Stephen James Powell                      | Wanyi Zhou                                  |
| Marina Pravdic                            | Phillip Joshua Ziff                         |
| Nikhil Ramburn                            | Benjamin Briton Zorach                      |
| Sughey Amaryllis Ramirez                  | Nathan Solomon Zucker                       |
| Byron Francis Ruth                        | Clare Packard Zutz                          |
| Emily Katherine Raymundo                  |                                           |
| Abigail Stuart Reed                       |                                           |
| Kathleen Elizabeth Reilly                 |                                           |
| Ruth Charlotte Reinken                    |                                           |
| Jennifer Wardell Riddler                  |                                           |
MEMBERS OF THE CLASSES OF 2012 AND 2012.5 NOT PICTURED

Ralph Julien Acevedo
Aurora Mathews Adams
Richard John Adler
Catherine Ofelia Ahearn
Armaghan Ahmed

Joshua Seth Aichenbaum
Bilhan Meric Akkan
Ethiopia Piaraq-Uma Al-Mahdi
Joseph Brent Allen
John Patrick Allen

Lucas Alvarez
Gregory Tanner Amioka
Kimberly Joy Ammons
Galen Margaret Anderson
Lara Nicole Andrade
Christian Valentin Morel
Jake Winston Mortiz
Sophie Marie Morse
Margaret Elizabeth Moslander
Shenique Alexandra Moxey
Aseem Bharat Mulji
Linnea Sissener Munthe
Veronica Grace Muoio
Daniel Barstow Murphy
Timothy John Murray
Anna Grace Mysliwiec
Jun Nakagawa
Michael Robert Nardone
Allison Margaret Needham
Nathaniel Clardy Nelson
Megan Ashley Nesbeth
Robert James Nicol
Madeline Ann Niemi
Lark Endean Nierenberg
Amelia Lynn Noble
Lynn Kelly Noble
William I. Noble
Michaela Therese O'Connor
Holly Kane O'Donnell
Patrick Marshall O'Neil
Joshua Mylan O'Neil
Rachel Claire Ochako
Katharine Elizabeth Olen
Christopher Edward Opida
Abigail Opoku-Agyemang
Hannah Rose Orcutt
Nicholas Alonso Osorio
Elisse Kimie Ota
Elizabeth Carlisle Overbey
Rachel Hilary Pagano
Samuel Lawrence Palmisano
Michael Angelo Pappa
Samuel Carson Parnell
Lois Farrow Parshley
Brenna Bel Paul
Molly Elizabeth Peach
David Anthony Peduto
Amie Kristina Pendleton-Knoll
Amanda Christine Perry
Andrew Charles Peters
Thomas McLaren Phillips
William Barry Piekos
Matthew Benjamin Pincus
Nicholas McCartiny Plugis
Andrew Deane Plumley
Robert Andrew Poehling
Jared Sandor Pomerance
Mandy Man-Ying Poon
Matthew Brian Postler
Maurits Hj Pot
Kaitlin Campbell Potak
Andrew Thomas Poulin
John Archer Poulsin
Daniel Jerome Powers
Andrae Ragan Powers
Attavat Prachakseranee
Stephanie Joan Preiss
William Tyler Prince
Daniel Andres Pulido
Heather Lina Pynne
Raymond Queiz
Ashley Jacqueline Quisol
Stephanie Laura Michele Rademeyer
Lukas Erich Rahilson
Avery Caroline Rain
Ranuivo Haga Rajasonson
Amy Meryl Rapp
Zahera Rasheed
Viveka Ray-Mazumder
Lauren Christine Redfield
Romany Marie Redman
Joseph Chet Redmon
Emily Frances Reed
David Manning Reed
Jessie Michiko Reniere
Alex Edward Reynolds
Jeronomy Alfredo Rielkohl
Ariel Solomon Ritchie
Rebecca Sybil Rivard
Nancy Pendo Riwa
Elizabeth Ellen Roberts
Charlie L. Roberts
Samuel Barclay Robinson
Moria Linn Robinson
Emma Jane Robson
Mathew Mauricio Rojas
Katelyn Virginia Romanov
Braden David Rosenberg
Emily Hannah Rosenkrantz
Sadie Rachel Rosenthal
Erik Francis Rostad
Moriah Zachariah Rothman
Anne L. Rowell
Benjamin Emery Rubin
Clara Fern Rubin-Crump
Anne Mary Runke
Marie Therese Russo
Kathryn Rowe Ruymann
Sally Maguire Ryan
Michael Richard Ryba
Mariella Cristina Saavedra
Isaac Ibrahim Sadaqah
Amy Napaporn Sackow
Kaitlynn Marie Salandha
Emmanuelle Chloe Saliba
Lauren Kathleen Sanchez
Ashley Renee Sandy
Awa Sanou
Evgeny Dmitri Scherbakov
Darren Robert Schaufele
Walter Bernard Schiffer
Jonas Julian Schoenefeld
Rachel Mackenzie Schier
Zachary Jonathan Schuetz
Amy Harding Schumer
James Michael Schwedtman
Wemyss Ballentine Scott
Ryan Redmond Scura
Melissa Barrows Segil
Rodrigo Seira
Ann Lelia Selvadurai
Margaret McCargo Seybolt
Naomi Grace Shafer
Phoebe Shang
Virginia Salem Shannon
Cloe Landen Shasha
Kristian T. Shaw
Lisa Marie Shea
Ellen Lee Sherwood
Dristy Shrestha
Leanne Morin Shulman
Benjamin Summer Silton
Noah Jacob Silverstein
2012 and 2012.5

Alexander Abernethy-Grossman
Hafsa Ahmad
Alyssa Anderson
Karen Ansong

Elshreebah Belmont Flores
Lucas Braun
Sharon-Rose Broome
Rachel Callender

Emile Carnal
Sarah Chapin
Oksana Cherepova
Dirya Dethier

Addison DiCesa
Ahmed Elshtairy
Hannah Epstein
Erik Fendik
2012 and 2012.5

Jessica Guter
Alexandra Gwynn
Mirena Havel
Chantia Harper

Robert Johnson
Vincent Jones
Saidee Lompaunsakul
Harlem-Siu Marine Saaivedra

James Maru
Kathryn Nagel
Nelson Navarro
Emily Nuñez

Brittany Perfetti
Alyssa Puccinelli
Joseph Potko
William "Scott" Rowland
MEMBERS OF THE CLASSES OF 2012 AND 2012.5 NOT PICTURED

Miles Clarence Del Mundo Abadilla
Darkoward Adu-kofo
Mourtaza Ahmad Ali
Hillary Weiner Aidun
Victoria Jans Aiello
Elias Amiel Mir Alexander
Catherine Frances Alexandre
Sydney Jennings Alfonso
Kelsey Christina Allan
Michelle Elise Alto
Alison Smith Andrews
Derrick Filley Angle
Talha Jawad Ansari
Jessica Rose Appelson
Aiden Lilette Arata
Kazuhiro Asaga
Dominic Matthew Atkatz
Kylie Katherine Atwood
Gareth Gordon Friedman Aye
Christina Brady Azodi
William Maxwell Baine
Kaylen Leiani Baker
Worth F. Baker
Wilson John Balaban
Paolo N. Barbone
Sarah Elizabeth Barnhart
Sandy Barrera
Brittany Brown Barrett
Brett M. Basarab
Gavin Edward Bauer
Ewen Neudkie Bazirake
Alexander Tiburcio Bea
Jonathan Brandt Beek
Mackenzie H. Beer
Emily Catherine Bennett
John Harlan Berean
Ross John Berriman
Michael John Bilodeau
Matthew R. Bimbau
Benjamin Perry Blackshear
Emily Anne Ashley Blair
Zachary Earl Blair
Ethan Chesney Blass
Anne Jansen Bogert
Alexandra Thom Boilot
Kathryn Grace Boswick
Maria Layman Bourkeau
Claire Anne Bovet
Elizabeth Newcomb Boyd
Morgan Stark Boyles
Christian Balthazar Brady
Noah Penfield Brautigam
Jocelyn Marie Breton
Martin James Breu
Charles R. Brewer
Catherine Anne Brown
Anna Katherine Burchenal
Camilla James Burchfield
Bowen Cole Burditt
Emma Castillo Burke
Anna Rowe Burke
Henry Peter Butler
Shqipnije Bytyqi
Timothy Joseph Cahill
Kelsey Marie Calhoun
Nejla Esmeralda Calvo
Nina Pendleton Cameron
Philip Marshall Camille
Thomas J. Campanella
Michael T. Campbell
Thomas Andrew Cantwell
Ty Anthony Carleton
Mark Thomas Carlough
Omar Imari Carnical
Colleen Ingersoll Carroll
Shane Sullivan Scranton
Minjung Seo
Ryan Michael Sharry
Erik Alden Shaw
Daniel Leonard Shaw
Isabel Celia Shaw
Rebecca Leigh Shaw
Robin Gail Sheasley
Taylor Caitlin Shepard
Nora Elizabeth Sheridan
Tess Tomalin Sherman
Isabel Nekje Weston Shill
Jenny Shin
Kara Marie Shurmantine
Alexandra M. Siega
Alison Brown Siegel
Katherine MacLeod Siegner
Andrew Jacob Silver
Brian Michael Sirkia
Julia Larsen Sisson
Louisa Reeves Sloan
Taylor Wilson Smith
Esa Putri Sofia
Valentina Sorzana
Emma Stanford
Heather A. Stefek
Matthew Francis Steffens
Jessica Zeyewski Stevens
McKenzie Marie Stevens
Christopher Ray Dry Stevenson
Taylor Martine Stewart
Kathryn L. Strangfeld
Charles Andrew Strauss
Emma Christine Sturz
Edwin Suh
Jiemiaing Sun
Taylor Michael Sundali
Kaitlin Eileen Suroval
Stephany Leigh Surrette
Martina Marianna Cassar Szabo
Wolayat Tahasum
Benjamin Thomas Tabb
Edna Koh Hwa Tang
Ximeng Tang
Hai Tat
Amethyst Amanda-Larie Tate
Donia Tatour
David J. Taylor
Joshua McIntosh Taylor
Stephanie Erika Terlthlof
Chahakilo Tori
Erin Marie Tormondsens
Lucie Margaret Torrey
Dana Rose Tower
Robert Heath Townsend
Robert J. Toy
Helena Luise Trececk
Rhidaya Shodhan Tribedi
Ian Paul Trombulak
Jacob William Udell
Christine Valentin
Ana Isabel Vallejo
Tucker Petrone Van Aken
Lucy Rose Van Atta
Dirk F. van Duym
Clare Sleane Vance
Karina Shea VanHouten
Alexandra Yosofa Vasquez
Erie James Vehovec
Mariana Borges Veras
Dane William Verret
Daniel Vikum
Ana Victoria Villareal
Erika Kiko Wade
Daniel Stuart Waldman
DaVia Lafaye Walker
Eamon Maurice Wall
Dana Elizabeth Walters
Cynthia Yin-Hwa Wang
Chelsea Ballard Ward-Waller
Tyler Winston Wark
Justine Ilia Warren
Matthew James Wassel
Grace Godfrey Waters
Flora Oyer Weeks
Sidney Benjamin Weinberg
Jordan Jennifer Weiss
Oliver Albert Weissner
Charles Edward Wemyss-Dunn
William Porter Westling
Daniel George Whateley
Christopher Gray Wheeler
Derek James Whelan
Sally Ellen Wilkey
Barbara Elizabeth Wilkinson
Landry E. Willard
Emma Beth Williams
Zachary Joseph Williams
Kenneth M. Williams
Thaddeus Richard Williams
Jeremy Leboff Williams
Jessie Linzi Williamson
Caitlin Rose Willis
Jesse Parks Wolf
Matthew William Wood
Teresa Marie Wolverton
Silas Sing Wong
Hallie M. Woods
Sara Whitney Woodworth
Gordon Wilson Woodworth
Devon Paige Wright
Grant Lawton Wright
Christina H. Wright
Georgia Stewart Wright-Simmons
Samuel Dorion Wyer
Matthew Aaron Yaggy
John Michael Yanche
Elliott Kitaie Yoo
Pui Shen Yoong
Win Yu
Alexi Kourteme Zaik
Donna Zamora-Stevens
Yixin Zeng
Yiling Zhang
Nick Yiding Zhao
Fanny Zhao
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2013 and 2013.5

Claudia Bona-Cohen
Abigail Borah
Tracy Borsinger
Hannah Bethiu
Mariam Boxwala

Jonathan Brach
Brett Brazier
Tyler Brelje
Jason Brooke
Nathaniel Brown

Thomas Bryenton
Kaitlin Barge
Spencer Burch
Kenneth Burchiel
Brishan Burke

Elma Burnham
Na Cai
Thomas Calistra
Dana Callahan
Carl Caputo

Brigit Carlson
Echebe Carter
Salena Cashe
Emily Castro
William Chapman
2013 and 2013.5

Sandro Dakovic  Nora Daly  Apurva Damani  Joseph Damron  Chase Daniel

Luke Danner  Chloe Dautch  Lauren Davidson  Christopher de la Cruz  Kristen DeGruff

Kathryn Desutter  Julia Deutsch  Florence Dibiasi  Melanie Digregorio  Nicolas Dilisio

Peter Dippinzi  Andrew Dittrich  Jeffrey Debnamyi  April Dodd  Emily Dodge

Sumire Doi  David Doliska  Amy Devashue  Juncheng Dong  Grace Donovan
Greg Dorris  Iracema Drew  Thomas Driscoll  Mathieu Dubuc  Genevieve Dukes

Steven Dunmore  Chelsea Edgar  Peter Ekelmans  Anna Esten  Danielle Falsome

Jonathan Fall  Christina Favaloro  Sarah Fisher  Pete Fitton  Matthias Fitzpatrick

Aden Ferro  Christina Fox  Stuart Fram  Andrew Freeman  Sydney Fuqua

Michael Gadomski  Michael Gaffney  Shannon Gair  Emily Galindo  Aga Gallego
2013 and 2013.5

Stephen Monroe
Amanda Mulligan
Juan Sebastian Munoz
Revere
Shannon Muscatello
Cara Myers

Thomas Nall
Vanessa Neelyheen
Alexander Nelson
Nera Nesic
Hannah Neiman

Putishan Ng
Love Nilsson
Olivia Noble
Jeth Norton
Sarah O'Brien

Brennyn Oakley
William Obernender
Barbara Ofjesu-Senuah
Jaevon Oh
Adam Ouriel

Rafferty Parke
Zoe Parker
Clayton Paschke
Michael Patterson
Angelisa Paulino
2013 and 2013.5

Anna Ready-Campbell
Amanda Reis
Jocelyn Remmert
Hillary Rich
Nikolas Riefkohl
Eric Roberts
Leah Robinson
Mary Robinson
Marcel Rodgers
Diana Rodriguez
Redwan Roben
Patrick Rooney
Molly Rose-Williams
Evelyn Retich
Georgia Roy
Juliet Ryan-Davis
Deirdre Sackett
Wisath Sar-Lee
Garvon Sanchez
Alan Sanders
Ada Santiago
Jay Saper
Graciela Sarofia
Amy-Leigh Sanchez-Wolfe
Jeremy Scheiner
2013 and 2013.5

Kara Walker  Christine Walsh  Ruoyun Wang  Sophia Wang  Kyle Warner

Andrew Weaver  Cornelia Weeks  Emily Wei  Erik Weihner  Dustin Weigl

Terra Weiland  Karly West  Carly Westling  Dana Westmoreland  Luke Whelan

Dylan Whitaker  Emily White  Killian White  Davis Whitehead  Matthew Whitley

Kyle Williams  Melissa Williams  Eric Wilson  Elizabeth Weston  Orion Wistock
MEMBERS OF THE CLASSES OF
2013 AND 2013.5 NOT PICTURED

Andrew David Ackerman
Fifielo O Aganga
Prottoy Aman Akbar
Joshua Daniel Amster
Katherine Eads Anderson
Victoria Marie Anderson
Harrison David Anixter
Charles Fredric Arnowitz
Keegan James Ashley
Dustin Albert Attwood-Dupont
Santiago Enrique Azpurua-Boras
Caitlin Marie Barrett
John Hartley Benson
Janet Ilse Bernt
Quinn Jaron Berneger
Madeline Ruth Boston
Sarah Elizabeth Boylan
Madeline Jean Brooks
Luke Carroll Brown
Christopher Marc Brown
Tyler Hedeen Buckingham
Gregg Cody Butler
Kendrick Marie Campbell
Daniel William Cannon
Robert Carlyle Carpenter-Israel
Julian Castillo Fonseca
Mathieu M.C. Castonguay
Catherine Claire Charnov
James Thomas Clayton
Emily Lisa Coale
Robert Palmer Cole
Kelsey Ward Collins
James Gregory Connolly
Sarah Chandler Consagra
Joseph Leo Conway
Zachary T. Dallmeyer-Drennen
Samuel Martin Davidson
John Geoffrey Davies
Danielle Marie DeMarco
Matthew Peter Dengler
Alexa Michelle Dessy
Conor Patrick Dewey
Abigail Drew Dill
Grace Gillor Doering
James W Dolan
Andrew Damon Donnelly
Molly Kathryn Downey
Zachary Keefe Driscoll
Charles Bancroft Dunning
John Nicholas Duvnjak
Tyler Dexter Earle
Luke Paddock Elder
Hannah Lauren Elkin
Andrew B. Emerson
Brittney Marie Faber
Joel Stephen Feier
Benjamin Arthur Finlad
Madeline Evans Firestone
Robert Sam Fisher
Brian J. Foster
Jennifer L. Friedlander
Margaret Mae Fulford
Ethan Cusworth Gallette
Melake Getabeche
Will Senghas Gibbons
Colby Linea Gibbs
Julia Katherine Gibbs
Michael James Giordano
Cody Boaxter Gohl
Dylan Adams Grald
Alvand Hajizadeh
Ellen Wilson Halle
Emily G. Hammel
Louisa Blake Harries
Damn Lawrence Hatheway
Caroline Anne Hedberg
Charlotte M. Heilbronn
Michael Josef Hilgendorf
Zachary Burkett Hitchcock
Charlotte Sadina Holloway
Tara Louise Hughes
Harris James Huguenard
Marissa Patricia Hurwitz
Tony Hans Huyhn
David Andrew Imber
Christopher Eric Inzerillo
Kevin Miles Irby
Laura Jane Iri
Evio Sereni Iiac
Zoe Anna-Charlotte Isaacs
Carlee Electa James
Fielding West Jenks
Clare Barron Jensen
Hae Su Joe
Michael Leon Joseph
HiMi Kanaumi
Peter Walker Kaplin
Lauren Elizabeth Kelly
Daniel James Kenerson
Leah Williams Kepping
Hyung Ki J Kim
Lia Mai Koiv-Haus
Samuel Mishen Koplinka-Loehr
Benjamin Aaron Kramer
Eloi Saxl Kramer
Megan Caroline Leathers
Samantha Jinhee Lee
Daniel Che Woo Lee
Sophie Lew
Nicholas Bogue Libbey
Shanshan Liu
Daniel Briggs Lochr
Caitlin Muliy Ludlow
Lisa Victoria Luna
Spencer Scott Lunghino
Daniel Eric Lungo
Peter Adams Lynch
Thomas Quigley Lynch
Xiaolong Ma
Devin B. MacDonald
Hanna Hemenger Mahon
Joshua Ari Mallin
Jacob Bradshaw Manoukian
Kyle David Massey
Alexandra Leigh McAtee
Elizabeth Daisy McCarthy
Alexandra Marinario McKeon
Andrew M. McNealus
Barbara Ann Mejues
Andrew Robert Metros
Daniel Patrick Miller
Elizabeth Woodin Miner
Ryan Butler Moores
Michael James Morris
Jessica Marie Munyon
Peter Angelo Murray
Samuel John Murray
Cordelia Kellogg Newbury
Thu Minh Nguyen
Kari Marie Nielsen
Grant Kailer Nishioka
John Hunter Nolan
Christopher Stewart Northrop
Astor Nunneminer Carlberg
Patrick Michael O'Callaghan
Whitney Aspen Obr
Tatiana Olaru
Bradley Evan Osborn
Alex G. Parower
Tyler Michael Pepin
Katie Elaine Pett
Hannah Marie Pierce
Nicholas Otto Pierce
Quinn Erickson Proffer
Tara Ashley Quinn
Thomas Patrick Rafferty
Scott Thomas Redmond
Nicholas Gudahy Resor
Mahnaz Rezaie
Douglas Alexander Rogers
Nathan David Rudd
Tyler Quernheim Sandoval
Angela Christine Santee
Daniel Ben Sauermeich
Adam Michael Sawamura
Christopher Lee Schlabach
Anna Michaela Schlosser
Ryan Alec Schreiber
Sydney Geri Schulz
David Huntington Seams
Molly Skye Shane
Katherine W. Shaw
Bryan David Shpall
Andrew M. Singley
Elizabeth Hope Sivitz
Luke Charles Skarzynski
Sydney C. Smith
Timothy Harold Smith
Barrett Alexander Smith
James Randolph Springer
Allan Peary Stafford
Benjamin Forsythe Stasiuk
Christopher Robert Steele
Charlotte Lan Steiner
Anna Goller Stevens
Hannah Elizabeth Stonebraker
Samantha Pascal Strom
Sarah Rhoten Studwell
Benjamin Dalbey Tabah
Molly Thorpe Talbert
Katrina Parsons Thomburgh
Anna Elizabeth Thurston
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Senior Ads
Julisa Salas

Julisa daughter of my heart, I have enjoyed watching you grow from a baby to a beautiful accomplished woman. It seems as if it was yesterday I carried you in my arms and sung you lullabies to sleep. Today you have graduated from college and have made your father and me the happiest parents in the world. Our entire family is very proud of you.

Love,
Fatima Constante Lewis and Anthony.

Lucas Gonzalez

"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I I took the one less traveled by, And that has made all the difference." -Robert Frost

(You did it)
Everyday of your life you have filled us with love and pride. Today as you graduate we are overcome with wonder at all that you have achieved. We pray that as you begin your new journey the world will continue to excite you, embrace you & inspire you. Love always, Mom & Dad

"What lies behing us & what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." Emerson
To Our Girl
We can't begin to tell you how proud we are of you!
Kisses to you!!
Love Ya,
Mom & Dad
To Our Kaitlin,
These four years have gone by so quickly, but their true measure is all you've accomplished. You have learned about yourself, your fields of study, and the world. You took risks and grew. We are so proud of you and know that the end of college is just the beginning!
Love, Mom, Dad & Julia

Dear Ana,
As you take your next big step along the journey of life, remember that our hearts will always hold you close. Wherever you are and whatever you do in this world, we will be proud of you, excited for you, and loving you. Carinos,
Mom and Papi

Eva CONGRATULATIONS!
Be passionate about your dreams and take the risks to achieve them - we know you can and will do it -
"You have within you the strength, the patience, and the passion to reach for the stars and change the world." (H. Tubman)

Love, Leah, Mom and Dad
Dear Carrie,
You have been brightening our lives since the moment you were born.

Now, as you go out into the world, we know you will make it a happier place.

We wish you days full of wonder, love and laughter, good health and happiness.

Wherever you go, you will always have our love and support.

We love you very much, Carrie.

Forever and always,
Mommy, Daddy and Katie
Congratulations on all your achievements! We are so very proud of you! Thank you for making our job as parents so easy and rewarding.

We love you

Mom & Dad
Andrew,
We celebrate you and all you have accomplished. We are proud of you and know your future will be bright!
Love,
Mom and Dad

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Amanda C. McTyre

To my baby girl: As you enter this next stage in your journey, remember success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful. Go and be happy, love deeply and remember I will always be there with you.

Love, Mom

Aly DeGraff

Febs rule!

We are so proud of you, enjoyed your nearness, and loved meeting all of your friends!

M, D, G, C & M

Maeve Mcgilloway

Time is now measured by the passing of years but by what one does, what one feels, and what one achieves. Jawah arial Nehru

Maeve,

We could not be any prouder! You have made so many wonderful friends in these past 4 years! Now take a lifetime to keep them!

MOM & DAD

Micah Wood

Thanks for your best effort, congratulations for your accomplishments, and compliments for the friendships you made along the way.

We are proud of you.

Love, Mom and Dad
ALICE FORD

May your thoughts be as glad as shamrocks, May your heart be as light as a song, May each day bring you bright, happy hours that stay with you all year long, and may you win all your scrums.
Love, Mom, Dad, Vickie, Mike

James Hsia Schonzeit

To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream; not only plan but also believe.
--Anatole France

We are so proud of you and of everything that you have achieved. We love you very much.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Sam
Caitlin Wood

Thanks for your best effort, congratulations for your accomplishments, and compliments for the friendships you have made along the way.

We are proud of you.

Love, Mom and Dad

Jennifer Galgano

Congratulations, Jenny!

We are so proud of all your academic and athletic accomplishments and the caring, generous young woman you are! We wish you lots of love, success and happiness in your future!

Love, Mom, Dad and Brian
Congratulations Victoria!

We are so proud of all you have accomplished at Middlebury. Your perseverance, hardwork and curiosity lead you down a completely unexpected path. Always remember to follow your passion and you will be rewarded with much success and happiness!

Love Mom and Dad

Vicenta B. Hudziak

To our Dear Vicenta~

*Congratulations*

Love,
Dad, Mom, Sam, Maddie and Emma
Eddie, Fox and Duke
Congratulations! I am so proud to call you a fellow Middlebury alumnus. This school has provided us with eight years of incredible memories, the picture on this page being among the top few. Over the past four years I have watched you grow into a wonderful well-rounded young woman.

Always remember that Middlebury is where you recognized and embraced one of your true passions. Your future is bright and I can't wait to see where it will take you. Don't worry I will always be here for you!

Love Always,

Nichola

When you leave here, don't forget why you came.

--Adlai Stevenson